
 

 

FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S DESK 

 

 

July in actuality gives our institution the international facet! The festivities of the US & the 
Bastille Day in the assemblies are the attestation of it. It gives me absolute pleasure to see the 
entire SAI family rivet itself so genuinely into such celebrations! It truly has been an exciting 
month for all of us. The trips across all the classes and the career-orientation for the SAI-oneers 
of Classes X & XI had something or the other to offer all of us. “Diamonds-they say are forever & I 
think this month was the diamond month for all of us!” The best icing on our diamond cake was 
the over-pouring number of SAI-oneers, registering themselves for the awaited event of the year- 
the SAI-MUN [SAI- Model United Nations]-the perfect platform to bring out & accentuate the 
public speaking abilities of a SAI-oneer. The Class X & XII results were just amazing and the 
subject-toppers were felicitated in the Investiture Ceremony on the 17th & 18th of July 
respectively and we are still basking in its glory. I am sure that each one of you had also put in 
your best in the annual Maths &Creative-Writing Competitions and it was surely learning by 
doing & enjoyable too! We had a privileged series of trips, both in India & abroad. We had a trip 
to Nainital with two teachers and a group of children from Classes VI-X. The other group was 
accompanied by Ms Jayanti & Ms. Jessica to the UK.A third group of class IX &X SAIoneers went 
to Mumbai along with Mr. P.C.Singh Deo & Ms. Madhucchanda. The SAIoneers had a blast & 
experience of a lifetime! The experiences & cultural interactions have already been displayed in 
the school assembly and now almost every SAI-oneer looks forward to such productive 
educursions in the future 

Our School had the honour of being in the winning team of the Common Wealth Class project 
initiated by the BBC, British Council and the Common Wealth Secretariat and so our 
representative teacher student duo Binati Misra  and Akankshya Acharya of class IX visited 
Glasgow to witness the 20th Common wealth games live. SAIoneers-remember that you have to 
lead by example, sincerity and patience and a brilliant future will be all yours! All the best and do 
start preparing for the ensuing SA-I exams 

                                                                                 
Mr. Harish Sanduja                                                                                                     

Principal 
principal@saiinternationalschool.com 

        
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


